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Abstract
TheWiener indexW(T ) is deﬁned as the sum of distances between all pairs of vertices of the tree
T. In this paper we ﬁnd the variation of the Wiener index under certain tree transformations, which
can be described in terms of coalescence of trees. As a consequence, conditions for nonisomorphic
trees having equal Wiener index are presented. Also, a partial order on the collection of trees (with a
ﬁxed number of vertices) is introduced, providing structural information about the behavior ofW.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let T be a tree (i.e., an acyclic connected graph) with vertex and edge sets V (T ) and
E(T ), respectively. As usual, the distance between the vertices u and v of T is denoted by
d(u, v) and it is deﬁned as the number of edges in the path connecting the vertices u and v.
The distance of a vertex v of T is deﬁned as
d(v)=
∑
x∈V (T )
d(v, x),
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whereas the distance of the tree T is
W(T )= 1
2
∑
v∈V (T )
d(v),
which clearly is equal to the sum of distances between all pair of vertices in T.
This graph invariant, also called the Wiener index or Wiener number, named after H.
Wienerwhowas the ﬁrst to consider it [17], has been extensively studied in themathematical
literature [2,7,8]. It is one of the oldest and most useful graph-based molecular descriptors
in applications to chemical properties [9,12,10,13,16,17]. Many of these applications deal
with acyclic organic molecules, whose graph representations are trees.
InWiener’s ﬁrst work [17], a method for calculatingW(T )was shown: let e=uv ∈ E(T )
and consider the sets Nu(e) and Nv(e) deﬁned as follows:
Nu(e)= {x ∈ V (T ) : d(u, x)< d(v, x)},
Nv(e)= {x ∈ V (T ) : d(v, x)< d(u, x)}. (1)
Let nu(e) and nv(e) be the cardinalities of Nu(e) and Nv(e), respectively. Then
W(T )=
∑
e=uv∈E(T )
nu(e)nv(e). (2)
On the other hand, it is well known [4] that the numbers nu(e) and nv(e) satisfy the relation
d(u)− d(v)= nv(e)− nu(e). (3)
This idea can be extended to arbitrary paths of a tree. More precisely, if  = u0 · · · uk is a
path of T which connects the vertices u= u0 and v= uk , then we introduce numbers u()
and v() with respect to , constructed from sets Nuj () (j = 0, . . . , k) which naturally
extends the sets given in (1) and satisfy the relation
d(u)− d(v)= v()− u().
In Section 2 we show that the numbers u() and v() give precise information on the
variation of the Wiener index under certain tree transformations which can be described in
terms of coalescence of trees (Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4). As a consequence, several
examples are presented (Examples 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7) giving some insight in one of the basic
problems in the theory of the Wiener index [3]: “The ﬁnding of simple conditions that
provide the coincidence of the Wiener index for nonisomorphic graphs is of interest both
in theoretical investigations and applications”.
Finally, following the main ideas of [14], another application of u() and v() is
considered in Section 3. Based on the maximal subtree transformations, we show how to
construct in Tn, the class of trees with n vertices, a sequence of trees {Tj }kj=0 such that
Tj+1 is obtained from Tj by one of these transformations andW(Tj )<W(Tj+1). We write
T≺mstT ′ when such sequence exists with T =T0 and T ′ =Tk , and as usual, T
mstT ′ when
T = T ′ or T≺mstT ′. The relation 
mst is a partial order onTn. Our main result in Section
3 is Theorem 3.2, where we show that for every A ∈Tn, Sn
mstA
mstLn, where Ln and
Sn are the path tree and the star tree of n vertices, respectively.
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2. Variation of the Wiener index under tree transformations
Let T be a tree with vertices u, v ∈ V (T ) such that k = d(u, v) and = u0u1 · · · uk the
path in T which connects u= u0 and v = uk . Then for each 0 ik we deﬁne the sets
Nui ()= {x ∈ V (T ) : ui ∈ (x, u) ∩ (x, v)},
where (x, u) denotes the path connecting x and u. Let nui () denote the cardinality of
Nui () and consider the numbers
u()=
 k2 ∑
j=0
(k − 2j)nuj () and v()=
 k2 ∑
j=0
(k − 2j)nuk−j (). (4)
Example 2.1. Consider the path = uu1u2v of the tree T shown in Fig. 1. Then
Nu()= {u, x1, x2, x3}, Nu1()= {u1, x4, x5}, Nu2()= {u2, x6, x7, x8, x9}
and Nv()= {v, x10, x11}.
Consequently, nu()= 4, nu1()= 3, nu2()= 5 and nv()= 3 and so
u()= 3× 4+ 1× 3= 15 and v()= 3× 3+ 1× 6= 15.
In particular, if e = uv ∈ E(T ) (i.e., e is a path of length 1) then u(e) = nu(e) and
v(e) = nv(e). Moreover, our next result shows that identity (3) can also be extended to
arbitrary paths , in terms of the numbers v() and u().
Lemma 2.2. Let T be a tree and = u0u1 · · · uk the path in T which connects the vertices
u= u0 and v = uk . Then
d(u)− d(v)= v()− u().
Proof. Let ei = uiui+1 for 0 ik − 1. Applying relation (3) to the edge ei we obtain
d(u)− d(v)=
k−1∑
i=0
(d(ui)− d(ui+1))=
k−1∑
i=0
(nui+1(ei)− nui (ei)). (5)
Since
nui+1(ei)=
k−(i+1)∑
j=0
nuk−j () and nui (ei)=
i∑
j=0
nuj ()
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we deduce from (5)
d(u)− d(v)=
k−1∑
i=0


k−(i+1)∑
j=0
nuk−j ()−
i∑
j=0
nuj ()


=
k∑
r=1
r(nur ()− nuk−r ()). (6)
Note that the summands in (6) corresponding to r = t and r = k − t are
t (nut ()− nuk−t ()) and (k − t)(nuk−t ()− nut ())
whose sum is (k − 2t)(nuk−t ()− nut ()). Hence, if k/2 is the integer part of k/2 then
d(u)− d(v)=
 k2 ∑
t=0
(k − 2t)(nuk−t ()− nut ())
= v()− u(). 
In the next results we will show that the numbers u() and v() play an important role
in the variation of the Wiener index under certain tree transformations.
Recall that the coalescence of two trees [1] T1 and T2 with respect to v1 ∈ V (T1) and
v2 ∈ V (T2), is formed by identifying v1 and v2 and is denoted by T1(v1) · T2(v2).
In order to avoid confusion, in our next results we will specify the tree in the notation
introduced above, for instance, we will write dT (u, v), dT (u), nTu (), Tv (), to indicate
that T is the tree under consideration.
Theorem 2.3. Let T be a tree and  : u0 · · · uk the path in T between the vertices u=u0 and
v = uk . Let S be another tree with s edges and assume that w ∈ V (S). If A= T (u) · S(w)
and B = T (v) · S(w) (see Fig. 2) then
W(A)−W(B)= s(Tv ()− Tu ()).
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Proof. In order to simplify the notation, we can identifyE(A) andE(B) by the coalescence
structure of A and B
(edges of S in A)  (edges of S in B),
(edges of T in A)  (edges of T in B).
Let E(A)\ (resp. E(B)\) denote the set of edges in A (resp. in B) not in . Then by (2),
we can express the Wiener indices of A and B as
W(A)=
∑
e=xy∈E(A)\
nAx (e)n
A
y (e)+
∑
e=xy∈
nAx (e)n
A
y (e)
and
W(B)=
∑
e=xy∈E(B)\
nBx (e)n
B
y (e)+
∑
e=xy∈
nBx (e)n
B
y (e).
For every edge e = xy not in 
nAx (e)= nBx (e) and nAy (e)= nBy (e)
and for every i = 0, . . . , k − 1, if ei = uiui+1 ∈  then
nAui (ei)= nBui (ei)+ s and nAui+1(ei)= nBui+1(ei)− s.
Consequently,
W(A)−W(B)=
k−1∑
i=0
[nAui (ei)nAui+1(ei)− nBui (ei)nBui+1(ei)]
=
k−1∑
i=0
[s(nAui+1(ei)− nAui (ei))+ s2].
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Since nAui+1(ei)− nAui (ei)= dA(ui)− dA(ui+1) for each i = 0, . . . , k − 1 (relation (3)), it
follows from Lemma 2.2 that
W(A)−W(B)=
k−1∑
i=0
[s(dA(ui)− dA(ui+1))+ s2]
= s(dA(u)− dA(v))+ s2dA(u, v)
= s(Av ()− Au ())+ s2dA(u, v).
Finally, since dA(u, v)= dT (u, v), Au ()= Tu ()+ s and Av ()= Tv () we deduce
W(A)−W(B)= s(Tv ()− Tu ()). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.4. Let A and B be trees as in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3. Then
1. W(A)=W(B)⇔ Tu ()= Tv (),
2. W(A)<W(B)⇔ Tu ()>Tv ().
Part 1 of Corollary 2.4 can be used to generate large families of trees with equal Wiener
index, as we can see in the following examples.
Example 2.5. Let  : u0u1u2 be the path of length 2 which connects the vertices u = u0
and v = u2 of a tree T. Then
Tu ()= 2nTu () and Tv ()= 2nTv ().
It follows from part 1 of Corollary 2.4 that for every tree S with vertex w, nTu () = nTv ()
if and only if W(A) = W(B), where A = T (u) · S(w) and B = T (v) · S(w). Note that
this equivalence is independent of nTu1(). For instance, in the trees A and B of Fig. 3,
nTu ()= nTv ()= 4 and soW(A)=W(B) for every trees S and R.
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In general, when the path  has even length k, then the relation Tu ()= Tv () is inde-
pendent of nTuk/2 .
Example 2.6. Let  : u0u1u2u3 be the path of length 3 which connects the vertices u= u0
and v = u3 of a tree T. Then
Tu ()= 3nTu ()+ nTu1() and Tv ()= 3nTv ()+ nTu2().
Again by Corollary 2.4, for every tree Swith vertex w, 3nTu ()+nTu1()=3nTv ()+nTu2()
if and only ifW(A)=W(B). For example, in the trees A and B shown in Fig. 4, 3nTu ()+
nTu1()= 3nTv ()+ nTu2()= 15. Consequently,W(A)=W(B) for every tree S.
Example 2.7. Let T be a balanced tree with respect to the path  : u0 · · · uk , i.e., nTui ()=
nTuk−i () for all i = 0, . . . , k/2. Then clearlyW(A)=W(B) for every tree S.
If  is a path connecting the vertices u and v of a tree T, then the quantities nu() and
nv() deﬁned above occur in the deﬁnition of the so-called “hyper-Wiener index”. The
hyper-Wiener index is traditionally denoted byWW. It was introduced in the paper [15] and
is deﬁned as
WW =
∑
{u,v}
nu()nv(),
where the summation is taken over all pair of vertices. For recent results related to this index
we refer to ([5] and [6]).
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3. Wiener ordering of trees
Starlike trees were partially ordered with respect to the Wiener index in [11]. In this
section we consider a new partial order over the collection of trees (with a ﬁxed number of
vertices), which provides structural information about the behavior ofW.
Assume that A is a tree and u ∈ V (A). Consider the setPu(A) consisting of all subtrees
ofAwhich have u as a pendant vertex. If P,Q ∈ Pu(A), then the relation P ⊆ Q, (i.e., P is
a subtree of Q), is a partial order relation overPu(A). Moreover, for each w ∈Nu= {x ∈
V (A) : ux ∈ E(A)}, we denote byAw the uniquemaximal subtree ofPu(A)which contains
the vertex w. The set {Aw}w∈Nu is called the set of maximal subtrees of A at u.
We recall the following deﬁnition introduced in [14]. Let T be a tree and u, v ∈ V (T ).
Let S be another tree with pendant vertex w. Consider the trees A = T (u) · S(w) and
B = T (v) · S(w) as in Fig. 2. Then we say that the tree B is obtained from A by a maximal
subtree transformation (mst, for short).
LetTn denote the set of all trees with n vertices. We deﬁne a partial order relation on
Tn as follows: if A,B ∈Tn
A
mstB,
if A = B or there exists a sequence of trees {Uj }kj=0 ⊆Tn, where U0 = A, Uk = B, and
for each 1jk, each Uj is obtained from Uj−1 by an mst andW(Uj−1)<W(Uj ).
Let Pn and Sn denote the path tree and the star tree with n vertices, respectively. In this
section we will use Corollary 2.4 to show that Sn and Ln are respectively, the minimum and
maximum elements ofTn, with respect to the partial order 
mst . As usual, the degree of a
vertex u of T is denoted by Tu .
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a tree and u ∈ V (T ) such that Tu 2. Assume that the path
 : u0u1 · · · uk , where u = u0 and v = uk (see Fig. 5), is a maximal subtree of T at u.
Then Tu ()>Tv ().
Proof. Clearly, nTui ()= nTuk−i () for all i = 1, . . . ,  k2. Hence
Tu ()− Tv ()=
 k2 ∑
j=0
(k − 2j)(nTuj ()− nTuk−j ())
= k(nTu ()− nTv ())
= k(nTu ()− 1)> 0. 
u
T
u1v
Fig. 5.
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Recall that a branching vertex of a tree A is a vertex of degree 3. We denote by b(A)
the sum of the degrees of the branching vertices of A and n1(A) the number of pendant
vertices of A.
Theorem 3.2. Let A ∈Tn. Then Sn
mstA
mstLn.
Proof. Assume that A = Ln. We can choose a branching vertex u of A such that one of
the maximal subtrees of A at u is a path  : u0u1 · · · uk . If S is a maximal subtree of A at u
different from , then A= T (u) · S(w), where w is a pendant vertex of S and T is the tree
obtained from A by deleting the vertices V (S)− {w} (see Fig. 6).
Since Tu 2 and the path  in T is a maximal subtree of T at u, by Lemma 3.1 we deduce
that Tu ()>Tv (). It follows from Corollary 2.4 thatW(A)<W(B1), where B1= T (v) ·
S(w) and b(B1)< b(A). In particular,A
mstB1. By an identical argument applied toB1, we
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can ﬁnd a tree B2 such that B1
mstB2 and b(B2)< b(B1). Continuing this (ﬁnite) process
we can construct a sequence {Bj }kj=0 such that B0=A, Bk=Ln and for each j =0, . . . , k,
Bj+1 is obtained from Bj by an mst andW(Bj )<W(Bj+1). In particular, A
mstLn.
In the other direction, suppose that A = Sn. Then we can choose an edge e = uv of A
such that u and v are not pendant vertices of A. Without losing generality, we may assume
that nAu (e)nAv (e). Let S′ be a maximal subtree of A at u which does not contain v, then A
can be expressed as A= T ′(u) · S′(w′) (see Fig. 7).
Clearly, nT ′u (e)<nAu (e)nAv (e) = nT ′v (e). It follows from Corollary 2.4 that W(C1)<
W(A), where C1 = T ′(v) · S′(w′). Note that C1u = Au − 1 and C1v = Av + 1. If C1u 2
then we repeat the argument to the edge e=uv ofC1, since u and v are not pendant vertices
of C1. Moreover, if C1 = T ′′(u) · S′′(w′′), where S′′ is a maximal subtree of C1 at u, then
clearly nT ′′u (e)<nT ′′v (e). After q = (Au − 1) steps we obtain a tree Cq such that Cq
mstA,
where Cqu =1 and Cqv = Av + (Au −1). In particular, n1(Cq)=n1(A)+1. Next we choose
an edge of Cq with nonpendant end-vertices and repeat the process above. Continuing in
this way we can construct a sequence {Cj }tj=0 such that C0 = A, Ct = Sn and for each
j = 0, . . . , t , Cj+1 is obtained from Cj by an mst andW(Cj )>W(Cj+1). In other words,
Sn
mstA. 
Example 3.3. Table 1 illustrates the algorithm given in Theorem 3.2. Note that in each
step, we “move” the maximal subtree at u which contains the vertex a, to the vertex v.
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